
Rick Pitino Video 
 
Warmup shooting 
-work around dashes up and down lane (set shots first  - try to swish) 
-then jump shots, moving back 2 feet 
 
3, 2, 1, 
Nine Shots 
-partner up and run at each other 
-on 2, pump fake 
-on 1, jab and get man in jail 
-9 spots, 4 quarters 
 
Box Drills 
a)-2 guys on opposite block (dribble always jumpstops at 3 point line and pivots to square) 
-dribble cross, pass, then pass back on cut for layup across lane 
-switch sides, go 6 layups 
b) – guy with ball, dribbles out, pivots and squares, defender runs across to other box, sprints  
out 
-man with ball either shoots or pump fake and one dribble 
c) – same as b but defender runs out hard, offensive guys rips through hard and attacks jail to finish 
d) – dribble out to volleyball line, defender stays in paint, attack from there, when get to defender make 
a hard move and try to get in jail and finish 
 
Post moves 
-run across block, bump pad, catch come middle: 
1. jump hook 
2. turnaround jumper off contact 
3. up and under 
4. reverse pivot and shoot or attack 
 
3 Point shooting 
-beat the pro +4 -4  
-3 man 2 ball shooting 90 seconds 
 
1 on 1 moves 
-catch and square on wing 
-make a dribble move vs. defender outside of 3 pt.  line 
-make second dribble move v. defender in paint, get in jail and finish 
 
Screen shooting  
-from corner curl to elbow 
-corner flair to wing 
-block curl to elbow 
-block fade to corner  
-across FT line off 2 screens catch shot 
-same as above but rip through baseline for bank shot 
-same as above but 2nd screener rescreens ball screen and attack middle for shot 



-same as above but trap ball screen to split and attack jail 
-from top of key flare for 3 
-from top of key flare and then get a rescreen to elbow 
-same as above but fade second screen for 3 
-same as above but off fade, catch, rip through and attack block for jumper 
 
1 on 1 
3 or 4 guys per hoops (guys who aren’t on are under hoop) 
 -2 with basketball on wing as passers (or coaches) 
-defender starts in paint to close out, must close out on offensive guy 
-if offensive guy calls foul, basket counts, next move is post move with new defender 
-if O scores, he stays on O but new D has to sprint on to close out 
If D rebounds, pass to outlet he becomes O and O goes to D (play continually) 


